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Republican Party & CPAC Penetrations
• Suhail Khan has infiltrated CPAC, misrepresenting sharia, and claims the Brotherhood
does not exist in America, in the face of a mountain of evidence that it does that he will
not comment on. He smears Spencer, and claimed falsely that the American
Conservative Union and John Bolten had barred him, then refuses to debate Spencer,
falsely claiming Spencer wants $10,000 to do it. Here is a summary of the GOP activist's
Muslim ties.
• Pamela Geller: Opening remarks at AFDI's CPAC 2012 panel - Suhail Khan’s
Inclusion™ panel excludes Robert Spencer. Watch from beginning until the 4:10 mark,
(2/12)
• Grover Norquist's Jihad 3/2010
• On the House floor in October 2011, Rep. Frank Wolf said of Norquist, "Documentation
shows that he has deep ties to supporters of Hamas and other terrorist organizations
that are sworn enemies of the United States... around the years 2000 and 2001, Mr.
Norquistʼs firm represented Abdurahman Alamoudi, who was convicted two years later
for his role in a terrorist plot and who is presently serving a 23-year sentence in federal
prison... also associated with terror financier Sami Al-Arian...” Then in 12/11 it came
out that Norquist has been working with a group linked to both Hamas-linked CAIR
and the stealth Islamic Republic of Iran lobbying group, NIAC -- a group led by the
likes of Trita Parsi and Reza Aslan. Reported in "Iran's Islamist Regime and the
American Helping It," by Manda Zand Ervin in Hudson NY, December 26.
• Grover Norquist and the Iran Lobby - American Thinker Clare Lopez & David Reaboi
11/2011
• Geller on Texas Governor Perry, Bush 2, Grover Norquist and friends:
Six weeks after 9/11, The New Republic ran an exposé explaining how Norquist
arranged for George W. Bush to meet with fifteen Islamic supremacists at the White
House on September 26, 2001 -- to show how Muslims rejected terrorism. The only
problem was that the ones with Bush didn't. To Bush's left sat Dr. Yahya Basha,
president of the American Muslim Council. Also sitting next to President Bush was
Muzammil Siddiqi, president of the Hamas-linked ISNA.

